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Introduction

On November 30 and December 1,
2000, more than 50 researchers, policy-
makers, practitioners, and other special-
ists in fields related to families, parents,
and children's well-being within schools
and communities gathered at the
National Center on Fathers and Families
(NCOFF) to convene the roundtable on
Children and Families in Urban Schools
and Communities: Increasing
Opportunities and Promoting Change.
This roundtable brought together
researchers, school leaders, practitioners,
and policymakers not only to identify bar-
riers to the education and well-being of
urban children and families but also to
explore opportunities to promote change.
The Council of Great City Schools co-
sponsored the roundtable with NCOFF.

The Context:
OERI's Urban Education Initiative

The roundtable's discussion was
based on papers prepared for an initiative
of the U.S. Department of Education's
Office of Educational Research and
Improvement (OEM), begun under the
leadership of former OERI Assistant
Secretary C. Kent McGuire during
President Clinton's administration.
Both this initiative and the roundtable
were intended to create a dialogue to
advance systematic and responsive agen-
das for decreasing the vulnerability expe-
rienced by children and families in urban
settines. increasine opportunities for stu-
dent achievement and professional devel-
opment, and improving the quality of
urban schools.

OERI first commissioned these
papers to solicit researchers' assessments
of how it could improve its relationships
with urban schools through policymaking
and sponsoring research. Several of the
researchers partnered with a superinten-

dent from a major urban school district
to address the following questions in
their reports, integrating the perspectives
of research and practice:

1. The State of the Problem in
Urban Centers. What are the most
critical issues facing students, teach-
ers, principals, system leaders, and
communities in our urban centers?

2. Informing Research and
Development at OERI. What are
the most effective ways for urban
schools to inform research and
development at local, state, and
national levels to reflect the realities
of urban problems?

3. Using High-Quality Research.
What can federal education agencies
and the research community do to
increase the use of
high-quality
research and
development find-
ings in schools in
our largest cities?

4. Fostering
Collaborations.
What strategies
can federal and
state governments
develop to foster collaboration
among researchers and urban sys-
tem leaders to address issues facing
urban public education?

OERI commissioned
papers to solicit
researchers' assess-
ments of ways it
could improve its
relationships with
urban schools
through policymak-
ing and the spon-
soring of research.00009000000000000

The first section of this roundtable
summary includes a synopsis of the
analysis in each of the three commis-
sioned papers, accompanied by related
commentary from the research presenta-
tions. The cross-cutting issues raised
during the subsequent discussions are
described in the remaining sections of
the summary.
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The Urban Schools and Communities
Roundtable

The primary goals of this roundtable,
as for all of the roundtable discussions,
were to:

1 .P resent a comprehensive analysis of
issues and problems that have been
identified in the literature;

2. Deepen the discourse between and
among researchers, practitioners,
and policymakers around the identi-
fied issues;

3. Engage participants in the develop-
ment of a research agenda, as an ini-
tial activity in a longer-term research
study;

4. Move the field and the roundtable
past the discussion and presentation
of ideas to focus intensively on sound
research and sustain practice-driven
research efforts; and

5. Involve practitioners in meaningful
ways in the conceptualization of
research projects pursued by NCOFF
and others in the field.

Presenters delivered summaries of
the key themes and findings from their
research papers, after which discussants
provided 15-minute responses. The dis-
cussants' presentations broadened each
paper's scope, placing the issues raised in
a wider context or suggesting new ways of
conceptualizing them. Moderators led a
subsequent discussion among all round-
table participants on the themes intro-
duced and on new directions for research
and practice, as well as implications for
policymaking.

Several overarching themes, which
are discussed in detail in the second sec-
tion of this report, emerged from the dis-
cussion:

Researchers and practitioners need
to examine to what degree pedagogy
and teacher expectations; teacher
education, preparation, and interac-
tion with parents; student relation-

ships with their families; and the
relationships between households
and schools affect student achieve-
ment in urban settings.

When considering strategies to nar-
row the gap in student achievement
in urban settings, researchers and
policymakers should consider factors
such as students' ecological and eco-
nomic contexts; race, class, and cul-
ture; and the intergenerational trans-
fer of values regarding education.

Researchers and policymakers
should redefine the role of university-
based research, taking steps to initi-
ate more collaborative efforts that
involve information-sharing and that
bridge the gap between basic and
applied research.

When develop-
ing strategies to
improve student
achievement,
researchers,
policymakers,
and practition-
ers should move
beyond deficit
models and
instead identify the existing strengths
of urban schools, as well as consider
how to adapt successful reform mod-
els that have emerged in education
and other public sectors.

OERI is in a unique posi-
tion to assume a leader-
ship role in developing
and promoting collabo-
rative efforts among
urban schools, their con-
stituencies, and the coin-
munities in which they
are located.00000000000000000000

Given its ability to convene members
of the research, policymaking, and
practitioner communitiesin addi-
tion to its ability to fund research
and policy initiativesOERI is in a
unique position to assume a leader-
ship role in developing and promot-
ing collaborative efforts between
urban schoolc, their constituencioc,
and the communities in which they
are located.

In order to bring about change in
urban school systems, researchers
and practitioners should move
beyond problem-based research and
pursue strategies that focus on dis-
crete problems, on structural and
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cultural issues related to implemen-
tation in urban contexts, on the inte-
gration of short-term and long-term
approaches, and on the intiation of
collaborative efforts.

Schools are prime locations for
informing research through practice;
accordingly, researchers should
interact directly with schools while,
at the same time, practitioners need
to build school-level capacity to
engage in practice-based research.
Both practitioners and researchers
must learn how to engage the com-
munities and families that form the
context for urban education.

The "Five Cs"

Based on the roundtable conversa-
tion, Margaret Goertz of the Consortium
for Research in Policy and Education
developed a set of strategies that could
guide efforts to perform research, create
policy, and inform practice in urban
schools and communities:

1. Think comprehensively.
Particularly in the domain of "metro-
politan" or urban studies, education
may represent an institutional nexus
for examining urban issues. This
approach was intended in compre-
hensive school reform, but current
efforts fail to have an impact beyond
the classroom or school to reach the
neighborhoods and the social ser-
vices situated within them.

2. Act collaboratively.
Collaboration, whether for research
or interventions, should include
every constituency of urban schools
and communities; Leachers, ale
educational system, legislators,
media, the courts, law enforcement,
social services, employers, parents
and families, and community organi-
zations.

3. Build capacity. In order to act col-
laboratively, however, schools and
school districts need to build their

own capacity to manage information
and integrate lessons from research
into their practice. Similarly, capaci-
ty-building is needed within the com-
munities and families that form the
context for students' schooling in
order to engage the educational
system.

4. Create incentives. One of the
strongest incentives for motivating
change is to provide "existence
proofs" that demonstrate successful
approachesan effort that works in
terms of pedagogy, collaboration, or
community involvement. For exam-
ple, the incentives for teachers to
change their own behavior become
clear when they are given an oppor-
tunity to witness change at another
school serving the same types of stu-
dents.

5. Consider culture. The importance
of valuing the cultures of families
and communities is essential to over-
coming barriers to understanding a
student's experiences and therefore
his or her barriers to learning. In
addition, understanding the emerg-
ing youth culture is an area that
many researchers, policymakers, and
teachers must engage, particularly
since youth consumerism and cul-
tural values seem to be crossing
socioeconomic, racial, and geographi-
cal boundaries.

This roundtable summary synthe-
sizes the discussion of these themes and
their implications for policymaking, the
directions they indicate for future
research, and the lessons they impart for
practice. The first section of this report
contains summaries of the research
papers presented at the roundtable, as
well ab discussants' and participants'
commentaries. The second section
describes the current and emerging
issues in father poverty and social vulner-
ability that emerged during the round-
table discussions. The third section
explores the implications of the issues
raised for policymaking. The fourth offers
new directions for research that arose
from the discussion. The final section
describes lessons learned for practice.



-Summary-of-Roundtable Papers

NCOFF asked roundtable partici-
pants to explore the issues discussed in
the three papers commissioned by OERI:
(1) "Issues and Strategies Related to
Improving Education in Urban Centers"
by Vivian L. Gadsden; (2) "How Research
and Inquiry Can Inform Urban
Education: Notes for Research Planning
at OERI" by Michael S. Knapp and Rudy
Crew; and (3) "Boldness Along the Road
to Greater Student Achievement in Urban
School Systems" by Sam Stringfield and
Gerry House.

"Issues and Strategies Related to
Improving Education in Urban Centers"

Presenter- Vivian L Gadsden, University
of Pennsylvania

Discussants:) Phillip Bowman, University of
Illinois at Chicago
Mavis Sanders, Johns
Hopkins University

Moderatori,) Jon Supovitz, University of
Pennsylvania

Vivian L. Gadsden's paper offers her
perspectives on the questions raised by
OERI, as they relate to the problems cur-
rently facing urban education. She based
her analysis on research studies and criti-
cal reviews of urban studies literature;
conversations with informal focus groups;
reviews of OERI-funded research and
development; and data from reviews of
school system initiatives.

In her presentation, Gadsden dis-
cussed approaches and mechanisms that
may prove useful for OERI in planning
and engaging open discussions that lead
to systematic and responsive efforts with-
in communities. Gadsden framed her
analysis around four assumptions:

1. Urban communities, schools, and
school systems are not isolated orga-
nizations but components of a singu-
lar structure of "community" in
which differences among individual
neighborhoods,
institutions, con-
stituencies, and
stakeholders are
reconciled through
a shared commit-
ment to children
and their future;

Urban communities,
schools, and school
systems are not iso-
lated organizations
but components of a
singular structure of
"community."
0000000 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.Researchers across domains in edu-
cation and across disciplines that
study urban groups share a common
purpose with practitioners;

3. The traditional focus on schools as
the source and repository of all prob-
lems for children requires revision;
and

4. Schools in urban settings beset by
poverty, crime, and social problems
have the difficult challenge of creat-
ing and negotiating a nexus between
the harsh realities of family and com-
munity life faced by a high number
of students and the expectations of
teachers, parents, communities, poli-
cymakers, and society.

Critical Issues in Urban Centers

Gadsden also organi7pti thp prnhlerns
facing urban centers into three distinct
categories: (1) issues of system organiza-
tion and planning; (2) cultural and lin-
guistic discontinuity; and (3) issues that
cut across home, school, and community
contexts.

Issues of System Organization
and Planning. Citing Hill and Celio's
Fixing Urban Schools, Gadsden suggests



that urban schools face two kinds of
problemsboth intellectual and political.
The former involves the absence of a
guiding philosophy for reform; the latter
centers on the ability to develop and sus-
tain coalitions of sufficient duration to
effect change and weather resistance.
Gadsden cited the following five areas of
system organization and planning as par-
ticularly problematic:

1 The need for systems change
and appropriate school rmance
structures. The financial systems
that govern urban school systems

frequently complicate
missions and under-
mine change. Systems
change involves two
dimensions: (1) chang-
ing the historically
adversarial relation-
ships that exist
between large urban

centers and state government; and
(2) recognizing that money alone will
not alleviate problems.

Rather than raise the
ceiling for achievement,
schools often become
stuck focusing on stu-
dents' performance at
grade level and tend to
revel in short-term gains.0000000000000000-00000

2. Collective bargaining and teach-
ing. Little doubt exists that collec-
tive bargaining creates a layer of dis-
comfort. Its adversarial status must
be replaced with a more reasonable
approach in which the issues of
teachers as workers and children as
learners who trust teachers are rec-
onciled rather than compromised.

3. Relationships between teachers
and students and the problems
of low achievement. In many
schools, it is not clear whether teach-
ers are placing the proper amount of
importance on building reciprocal
relationships with students in the
classroom setting. Thus, rather than
raise thc, ceiling f^r. chievement,
schools often become stuck in facili-
tating students' performance at
grade level and reveling in short-term
gains.

4. Teacher quality and the recruit-
ment of good teachers. Although
there is some consensus that ensur-
ing teacher and teaching quality is
important, there is less agreement

about the best way to achieve that
quality or to recruit professionals
who can contribute to the missions
of urban schools.

5. The curriculum and appropriate
use of standards. Those involved
in urban education describe their
school districts as having too many
overlapping and competing agendas,
which reduces the likelihood that
reform efforts will be successful.
Those who support the development
of standards to address this problem
believe standards would establish
clear expectations for what students
are to be taught; set high targets for
student performance; allow for the
creation of
an aligned
system of
tests, curric-
ula, training,
and teaching
materials;
and attach
real conse-
quences to test results for schools.
However, the inherent problem with
standards is that they may be inter-
preted without a corresponding
vision and with minimal expectations
of teaching and learning.

The relative absence of a
critical discourse about
diversity and cultureabove
and beyond the recognition
of difference alone
requires a re-analysis of
approaches used in teaching
0 0000 000 000 00 0 0000 000

Cultural and Linguistic
Discontinuity. . The problems contribut-
ing to cultural discontinuity involve the
ability of schools to respect, understand,
and accommodate the linguistic and cul-
tural differences of immigrants and ethnic
minorities in the United States. The rela-
tive absence of a critical discourse on
diversity and cultureabove and beyond
the recognition of difference alone
requires a re-analysis of the approaches
used in teaching, a reassessment of
instructional tools used to convey the
meaning of literacy within different con-
texts, and a discussion of what counts as
knowing and knowledge.

Issues that Intersect Home,
School, and Community Contexts.
Many of the critical issues affecting urban
school systems involve the lives of chil-
dren outside of the school, the ways in
which problems within families and corn-



munities intersect with students' ability to
attend and learn in school, and the struc-
tural barriers in society that reduce
access and opportunity. The specific
issues include the following: (1) poverty,
race, and vulnerability among low-income
families; (2) students' and parents' per-
ceptions of the value of schooling; (3) stu-
dents' lack of spirit and hope for the

future; (4) the lack-
luster state of
school buildings
and school pres-
ence; (5) decline in
literacy in urban
settings; (6) vio-
lence and the emo-
tional needs of stu-

dents; and (7) the relative absence (or dis-
tinctive presence) of a coherent analysis
that helps disentangle past problems and
present dilemmas.

OERI should investigate
how research dissemina-
tion efforts might reach
practitioners in a more
effective, accessible, and
user-friendly manner.0000000000-00000000000

Informing Research and Development
Planning at OERI

Gadsden's paper proposed four
approaches to inform research and devel-
opment planning at OERI:

1. Creating a meeting series for
urban sites within a small clus-
ter of states. Examining regional
slices of national urban education
settings would afford OERI the
opportunity both to learn directly
from practitioners about the critical
issues they face and to participate in
the development of agenda-setting
and implementation in urban school
districts.

2. Forming an ad visor y group or
formal entity convening urban
school leaders and researchers.
Through this entity, OERI could
assemble, document, and apply the
collective wisdom of those adminis-
trative and instructional leaders
involved in urban education.

3. Requiring a focus on urban sys-
tems in OERI-funded research
centers or creating a separate
entity solely committed to urban-
based, practice-focused initiatives.
Through these forums, OERI could
facilitate the establishment of recip-
rocal relationships in which centers
provide specific services to urban
systems and, in turn, educators
within these systems have access to
new developments specifically tai-
lored to increasing their capacity for
dealing with day-to-day, real-world
issues.

4. Gathering online information.
OERI could utilize the Internet to
convene urban education leaders
and even individual teachers in regu-
lar, public electronic discussions of
key issues.

The Use of High-Quality Research by
Practitioners

With the growth and implementation
of new areas of study such as teacher
research, the possibilities for engaging
practitioners in meaningful discussion
about education and schooling have
increased, along with the capacity of
school educators to identify and utilize
sound research. However, it has become
evident that practitioners often find it dif-
ficult to use research in innovative ways.
In order to do so, practitioners require
continual efforts that enable them to
work with and learn from researchers.
Gadsden suggests that OERI take the fol-
lowing steps to increase the use of
research among practitioners:

Revise a program of research
and technical assistance. A program
of this nature would help both
researchers and practitioners better
understand how research dissemination
efforts might reach practitioners in a
more effective manner. In addition, OERI
could investigate how professional train-
ing might be improved so that research
findings are more accessible and user-
friendly.



Provide periodic print or online
syntheses and critical reviews of
major educational issues. Gadsden
suggests that OERI develop two types of
publications: (1) one that would offer crit-
ical commentary on research, helping
practitioners and others make informed
decisions about the strengths and weak-
nesses of competing perspectives; and (2)
a second that highlights major issues
affecting urban classroom practice,
school, and student performance.

Utilize existing vehicles and
multiple types of interactions. OERI
and its centers should pursue relation-
ships with organizations such as teacher
associations, affinity groups, and unions
to disseminate translated research find-
ings to practitioners.

Utilize schools of education at
research institutions to work with
urban school systems on generating
new conversations about research.
OERI should increase practitioners'
access toas well as identification and
use ofsound research. It could do so by
providing incentives to schools of educa-
tion with a strong research focus that are
also located near urban school systems to
work directly with those involved in
improving student achievement.

Fostering Collaboration

Part of the difficulty in creating and
sustaining viable cooperation between
agencies and constituencies is the lack of
public investment and vision in the devel-
opment of long-term relationships
between institutions that are seemingly
interdependent yet isolated. Gadsden
suggests two primary strategies that OERI
can develop to help urban systems build
upon existing efforts to promote success-
ful collaboration:

1. Encourage research partner-
ships between and among school
systems and community-based orga-
nizations, research institutions and
centers, and individual researchers.

These partnerships should be
designed to enhance mutual respect,
information-sharing, and reciprocity
of services by fostering an exchange
of knowledge and
experience. By
requiring or
rewarding sus-
tained practition-
er involvement,
OERI will not
only promote a
better under-
standing of the
value of research
but also funda-
mentally improve
the quality and applicability of the
research that it funds for both policy-
making and practice.

Creating and sustaining
viable cooperation
between agencies and
constituents is compli-
cated by a lack of public
investment in the devel-
opment of long-term
relationships between
institutions that are
seemingly interdepen-
dent yet isolated.00000,00000000000000

2. Create a core of grant competi-
tions that will be awarded for
collaborative projects that
buildand build upon
researcher, , practitioner, and
community relationships. OERI
could fund new grant competitions
that award joint urban education
system and research institution col-
laborative projects. To succeed, how-
ever, such an award should require
that the two institutions have an
existing and demonstrable relation-
ship and have pursued a specific
agenda for ongoing work.



"How Research and Inquiry Can Inform
Urban Education: Notes for Research
Planning at OERI"

Presenter*

Discussants:

(Moderator )

David Florio, Consultant for
the Office of Research and
Improvement (0ERI) for
authors Michael Knapp and
Rudy Crew of the University
of Washington

Jomills H. Braddock,
University of Miami
Ira Harkavy, University of
Pennsylvania

Mitchell Chester, School
District of Philadelphia

The purpose of the paper presented
by David Florio and written by Michael
Knapp and Rudy Crew was to inform
future research planning and develop-
ment activities that were being undertak-
en by OERI. These activities were intend-
ed to foster meaningful dialogue on urban
education issues between researchers
and practitioners. The paper contends
that both stakeholders wish to learn from
each other and that OERI is in a position
to facilitate the relationship-building
processultimately for the betterment of
urban schools.

Systematic Inquiry and the Division
Between Research and Practice

The phrase "systematic inquiry" sug-
gests a broad range of activities that
includes both conventionally construed
scholarship and other types of analytic
work that can inform educators' practice.
According to Florio, inquiry is an impor-
tant aspect of the urban educator's prac-
tice and involves observing student pat-
terns of performance, searching for expla-
nations for these patterns, and seeking
out better ways of teaching as demon-
strated in other research. The paper sug-
gests that research is more likely to
answer important questions about urban
education when informed by the scholar's
immersion in the world of practice. This
immersion can take a variety of forms,

but at a minimum it requires a level of
interaction between researchers and prac-
titioners.

Despite sharing a common interest
in the problems and challenges of urban
education, educators and researchers
continue to work largely in isolation from
each other. The reasons are several: lim-
ited understanding of each other's craft
knowledge, assumptions about the rela-
tive worth of each other's knowledge base,
and limited opportunities for professional
interaction.
According to Knapp
and Crew, common
explanations for the
gap are not especially
helpful or accurate
and ultimately fuel
widely-held percep-
tions that research,
particularly by university scholars, has
little relevance in the field of urban edu-
cation.

Research is more like-
ly to answer important
questions about urban
education when
informed by the schol-
ar's immersion in the
world of practice.

The paper outlines three ways in
which systematic inquiry can serve a key
role in closing the existing gap:

1. Engagement in systematic
inquiry to build intellectual
conununity. . Urban educators do
want opportunities to better under-
stand the nature of the problems in
urban settings and to gain perspec-
tive on their work. They need ways
to both enter the conversations that
lie at the heart of research and
inquiry and initiate conversations in
their own environment. Systematic
inquiry provides a natural focus for
community-building, thereby open-
ing an avenue to a wider horizon of
ideas and possibilities for urban edu-
cators.

2. Engagement with research and
researchers to sharpen urban
educators' questions, frame-
works, and capacity for inquiry.
Participation in research and interac-
tion with researchers can aid educa-
tors in developing important ques-
tions and theories on what is hap-
pening in their own settings as well

12



as the education system as a whole.
These skills enhance educators'
capacity to make systematic inquiry
an integral part of their work.

3. Inquiry to provide an occasion
for exploring and negotiating
conflict. Most discussions on
urban education involve a struggle
among participants who have fixed
positions based more on differing val-
ues and unequal distribution of
power than in information or insight
into what is actually occurring in
urban schools. Systematic inquiry
can offer an opportunity for moving
the conversation beyond fixed and
irreconcilable positions.

Pressing Concerns in Urban Education

According to Knapp and Crew, many
problems in urban education can be
addressed through systematic inquiry
undertaken by urban educators them-
selves, external researchers, or both.

The paper isolates the pressing con-
cerns in urban education as: (1) low stu-
dent performance, disparities in perfor-
mance, and the role of standards in
enhancing performance; (2) the uneven
quality of curriculum, teaching, and
teacher preparation; (3) the challenge of
organizing schools and support systems
that promote the learning of students and
that of the professionals working in
schools; (4) the development of leadership
capacity among teachers, school adminis-
trators, and district administrators; (5)
the stability of vision at the "top" of the
system and the sustainability of coalitions
supporting instructional improvement;
and (6) public and parental understand-

of, or confidence in, what schoois are
doing and what improvement efforts seek
to accomplish.

OERI's Role in Building Informational
Highways

Knapp and Crew believe that OERI,
at the time the papers were commis-

sioned, was instituting measures to
address many pressing concerns in
urban education. However, it was OERfs
stance that, in order to do so, there must
be a substantial, bi-directional flow of
ideas, questions, and findings.

Since President Bush's inauguration
in January of 2001, priorities at OERI
may have shifted. But at the time of the
roundtable, OERI believed that such
"highway-building" could occur naturally
in the context of four kinds of grantmak-
ing: (1) supporting long-term research
grant programs that inform pressing top-
ics in urban education practice; (2) devel-
oping high-quality mechanisms for short-
term response to urban educators' ques-
tions about their practice; (3) funding the
integration of research with program or
institutional design; and (4) stimulating,
modeling, and studying sustained inter-
action
between
urban educa-
tors and the
scholarly
community.
OERI
acknowledges
the fact that
none of these
mechanisms
will eliminate the substantial barriers to
sustained interaction, but they will set
the stage for relationship building and
shed light on the possibilities for con-
necting research and practice directly
and continuously.

To help build cultures of inquiry
and application, OERI needs to
take full account of the consider-
able constraints on urban educa-
tors' time, energy, and expertise
in inquiry, and on researchers'
time and familiarity with urban
education settings.
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Concluding Thoughts

The paper concludes with the follow-
ing reflections and recommendations:

1. OERI needs to acknowledge that
research and inquiry into urban
education may lead to uncom-
fortable conclusions. Systematic
inquiry may reveal questionable
practices, polices, and institutional
designs that are in place. Such find-
ings may or may not be used or be
perceived as useful in light of prevail-
ing wisdom or policy convictions.
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2. The production of research that
urban educators find useful
depends not just on the
research itself what is studied,
how it is conducted and interpreted,
what it finds, and how it is made
available to usersbut also on orga-
nizational conditions within schools,
districts, and academic institutions.
To help build cultures of inquiry and
application, OERI needs to take full
account of the considerable con-
straints on urban educators' time,
energy, and expertise, as well as on
researchers' time and familiarity with
urban education settings.

3. OERI needs to be realistic about
the role it can play given the
magnitude of its resources.
Alone, OERI does not command suf-
ficient resources to realize the princi-

ples discussed in all or
even many major urban
centers. While it may
find ways to expand its
resource base, OERI
must still be selective
about what it can sup-
port and be careful
about what it promises
to the study of urban

education and the support of urban
school centers. Similarly, support
of collaborative work should be the
result of careful identification of
problems and selection of venues
with the highest potential for lever-
age.

Support of collabora-
tive work should be
the result of careful
identification of prob-
lems and selection of
venues with the high-
est potential for
leverage.
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4. In supporting research with an
urban focus, OERI should
refrain from locating the prob-
lem in academic scholarship.
While publications in academic jour-
nals are often opaque to those out-
side of the research community,
research as accumulated and inter-
preted over time is what makes the
creation, assessment, and dissemi-
nation of complex models possible.

"Boldness Along the Road to Greater
Student Achievement in Urban School
Systems"

(Presenter

Discussants:

Moderator

Sam Stringfield, Johns
Hopkins University

Gary Orfield, Harvard
University
William Trent, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Christopher Ashford,
University of Pennsylvania

Sam Stringfield, working with the
superintendent of Memphis City Schools,
Gerri House, devised an approach that
OERI could use to contribute to the cre-
ation of large-scale success in urban edu-
cation. Stringfield's paper emphasizes the
need to promote a small number of well-
documented success stories in urban
education to provide leadership for other
urban districts, state legislatures, and
federal courts.

Stringfield's paper briefly recounts
the fieldwork of Bob Slavin and Nancy
Madden, founders of Success for All, a
research initiative which has spawned a
host of school improvement organizations.
Slavin and
Madden's work ini-
tially had little
impact on educa-
tional practice;
however, test
scores eventually
began to rise dra-
matically as refer-
rals to special edu-
cation dropped in a similar fashion. As a
result of Success for All, a host of educa-
tional reform groups were createdas
Stringfield notes, at a pace akin to the
proliferation of "dot.com" companies after
only a handful of initial successes.

Some reform groups have
realized success and made
contributions to improving
urban education, but few
have brought about the
remarkable success need-
ed to reform urban school
systems.
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While some reform groups have real-
ized gains in improving urban education,
few have brought about the remarkable
success Stringfield believes is needed to
reform urban school systems. He sites
several reasons, including: (1) a lack of
widely shared goals; (2) a belief that fail-



ure to achieve improvement goals would
be disastrous; and (3) a lack of aggressive
recruitment, training, and retention of
highly-skilled professionals. Stringfield's
conclusion is that OERI can succeed
where others have failed.

His proposal for OERI's role in
improving urban education involves
two steps:

1. OERI should select five cities
whose schools and school sys-
tem are prime candidates for
dramatic improvement. OERI
should base site selection on the
superintendent's level of commitment
to serving as the leader of the
reform, as well as on several criteria
that the system would meet: reallo-
cating its existing resources to align

with the reform
agenda; committing
to the improvement
of all schools in the
district; garnering
solid external polit-
ical support (e.g.,
from the mayor or
governor); agreeing
to unprecedented
external evaluation;
and conducting a

multiyear, dramatically accelerated
teacher and principal recruitment
campaign.

Schools, particularly low-
performing ones, would
have to choose a reform
design for themselves
that, if not successful in
three years, would be
replaced with one from a
much more limited list of
relatively well-proven
options.
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2. In the selected systems, OERI
should help build long-term sys-
temic support. Schools, particular-
ly low-performing ones, should
choose a reform design thatif it is
unsuccessful in three yearscould
be replaced by a well-proven model.
Whole-school, targeted professional
development within the bounds of
the school's chosen reform program
should become the norm. The sys-
tem should fund school-level, rela-
tional databases that create electron-
ic, multiyear portfolios for all stu-
dents. The district should organize a
standing committee to advise the
superintendent on the progress of
reform and fund an ongoing external
evaluation.

Stringfield believes that his proposal
utilizes OERI's current strengths, particu-
larly its outreach capabilities. He also
suggests that OERI
should develop
working relation-
ships with other fed-
eral agencies such
as Housing and
Urban Development
(HUD) and the
Department of
Commerce; create
coordinated initiatives between the
school systems and other organizations:
and obtain support from major founda-
tions.

While money alone will
not solve the problems
in urban education,
potential exemplary
reforms are not mov-
ing forward due to a
lack of fiscal support.0 00000000000 0000000

The paper concludes with the state-
ment that money alone will not solve
problems in urban education. However,
as Stringfield states, potential exemplary
reforms are not moving forward due to a
lack of fiscal support. It would be OERI's
task not only to help these reform pro-
grams with financial backing, but also to
help them gain the data, knowledge, and
support necessary to bring about change
in urban schools.



Issues

Current -and EmeTging Issues for Cliildren an
Families in Urban Schools ancrUommunities

The three paper presentations helped
participants think strategically about the
ways in which OERI can enhance existing
work, foster collaborative relationships
between researchers and practitioners,
and help research contribute to policy-
making and practice in a meaningful way.

The key issues that emerged
from the discussion are sum-
marized here: (1) broadening
the context; (2) rethinking
approaches to standards; (3)
examining school financing;
(4) reconceptualizing the dis-
course of race and learning;
(5) applying other public
models; (6) unpacking the

role of power and politics; and (7) gauging
the pace, scope, and moment of reform.

such as employ-
ment, the criminal jus-
tice system, and social
services must also be
factored into discus-
sions of both student
outcomes and the con-
textfor schooling.

Broadening the Context

Problems with student achievement
may be more a matter of ecology than of
individual ability. The link between edu-
cation and social policy not only explores
what happens in schools, but also consid-
ers a broader context, especially in urban
areas, whose complex dynamics affect
student outcomes. As Phillip Bowman of
the University of Illinois at Chicago sug-
gests, "Urban students, especially from
low-income families of color, bring with
them issues that interact with what hap-
pens in the classroom. We discuss the
motivations of individuals, but they are
inextricably bound with neighborhood,
family, and community." Broadening the
narrow focus of student achievement by
applying perspectives from human as well
as social and community development
places questions about the motivations of
students in a different light.

Another ecological issue is the inter-
generational transfer of values within fam-
ilies, specifically its relationship to school-

ing and the corresponding legacies that
can affect student performance and out-
comes. As one participant noted, there is
little doubt that family context affects the
behavioral and academic problems that
students express in school. The intergen-
erational development of the child must be
viewed in terms of human development in
the context of familiesnot only the
"nuclear" family but also the extended
family. Issues such as employment, the
criminal justice system, and social ser-
vices must also be factored into discus-
sions of both student outcomes and the
context for schooling.

Rethinking Approaches to Standards

Standards are a necessary but insuf-
ficient means for dealing with the complex
problems that emerge in urban schools,
particularly for low-income students of
color. The current emphasis on standards
in urban schools is narrowly focused both
in the classroom and in the curriculum,
limiting a consideration of the neighbor-
hood/family context of the often difficult
situations presented by urban educational
settings. Addressing achievement prob-
lems requires a movement beyond the
debate of whether standards are needed
and toward a discussion of how they are
currently insufficient for many urban stu-
dents. According to Bowman, "If the out-
come is simply for students to score better
on a test as a primaly focus of reform, we
need to better incorporate the concerns of
urban families and communities in the
formulation and implementation of stan-
dards-based education."

Examining School Financing

As Mavis Sanders of Johns Hopkins
University mentioned, the issue of school



financingand the role it plays in influ-
encing student outcomesrequires specif-
ic attention. The intersection of the stu-
dent, the local tax base, and government
funding is one of the most difficult rela-

tionships to study, but it is
Standards are a nec- imperative, since inadequate
essary but insufficient funding leads to chronically
means for dealing unequal outcomes for urban
with the complex schools. While school financ-
problems of urban ing needs to be rethought, in
schools, particularly particular the development of
for low-income stu- a strategy for funding alloca-
dents of color tion, the terms should not be

cast in absolute dollars.
Some schools and districts suffer severe
levels of underfunding over time and have
amassed deep and intractable problems.
In these cases, participants suggested that
student needsi.e., for social workers,
programs, and other resources to help
promote academic achievementshould
be the criteria for funding allocation.
Further, additional financial resources to
urban school systems must be allocated
over an extended period of timenot, for
example, as three years of emergency
funding with no longer-term strategies for
continuing that level of support.
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Many participants noted that, if
vouchers are currently considered to be
the most viable approach to reforming
education, securing a baseline of
resources for urban schools will be a
struggle, while obtaining additional funds
seems highly improbable. One participant
noted that the effectiveness and implica-
tions of voucher systems in promoting
school reform and improving outcomes for
inner-city youth is still unknown. A
Milwaukee study revealed that, of more
than 300 students whose parents used
vouchers to subsidize tuition at private
schools, only 85 had remained enrolled in
private schools after five years.

Another approach is to reconsider
how public dollars are both appropriated
and allocated. As Judith Johnson of the
Wallace-Readers Digest Funds mentioned,
there is a need to move away from
absolute criteria toward value-added crite-
ria for allocation. Greater resources are
needed to level the playing field for urban
school districts; yet, the current trend is
to punish poor-performing districts and

reward stronger ones. Even if federal dol-
lars are targeted toward poor students, it
is possible that needed support may not
ultimately reach their communities, since
urban parents and districts often do not
have significant lobbying power. Thus, a
real investment in sustained reform and
professional development would require a
substantial commitment by a presidential
administration to shift how public educa-
tion dollars are allocated. "We can always
spend the same amount of money, but if
those resources are used in the same
way, progress will never be made," said
Johnson.

Reconceptualizing the Discourse of
Race and Learning in Comprehensive
School Reform

While the adage is publicly shared
that "all students can excel," it runs
counter to the stereotypes
held by teachers, princi-
pals, and students them-
selves, who believe that
certain students cannot,
indeed, achieve. Current
assumptions about the
academic achievement of
students of color are by-
products of well-estab-
lished belief systems and
structures. According to Bowman, "These
ideologies are pervasive, but we don't dis-
cuss them. They raise fundamental ques-
tions about racial, ethnic, and class barri-
ers to achievement." However, as William
Trent of the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, suggests, "The ques-
tion is not whether or not African-
American children can learn, but why
their performance is at its current level."
More students at urban schools are
achieving at lower levels than in previous
years, giving rise to a disturbing pattern:
the longer students of color stay in urban
schools, the less like their white peers
they perform.

A real investment in
sustained reform
and professional
development would
require a shift in the
appropriation of
public dollars and in
the ways those dol-
lars are allocated.
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Although the Comprehensive School
Reform (CSR) measure sanctions 282
models, these reform approaches have yet
to prove their success. While the chal-

J. I



lenge is to stress the intensity and depth
of the reform, Trent is not convinced that
the sentiment underlying CSRthat a ris-
ing tide lifts all boatswill help those stu-
dents with the greatest challenges and
barriers perform better. After controlling
for socioeconomic status, African-
American students in some of the best
school districts continue to be the lowest
testers in both the distribution and means
of statewide results. CSR requires a strat-
egy and set of targeted incentives for real-
izing positive outcomes, using race and
class to target improvement.
Unfortunately, as Trent states, these
strategies and incentives remain "an
unpopular notion."

The politics and rhetoric of school
reform are based on short-term outcomes.
Could they be reconfigured to provide

incentives and rewards
based on reducing the
racial achievement gap?
Such an approach may
advance efforts towards
changing a culture around
academic achievement that

first ascribed the gap to genetic differences
and now to pathologizing the culture,
structure, and character of certain minori-
ty groups. Trent added, "For the first
time, we are considering the nature of
health disparities not in terms of genetics,
but in contextual terms. Educational
issues are similar to health challengesit
is about a systematic, historic context that
is institutional and not individual." He
recommends that the discourse be
widened to consider a range of contexts,
which can only be accomplished if the fail-
ure to examine what actually happens in
the classroom is addressed. He also
reminded the group to acknowledge: "We
are building on past events. They are
exacerbated inequalities that, if the con-
text itzelf ad./ Will Lally

increase no matter what we do."

There has been a gen-
eral shift in the public
sector paradigm from
an individual model to
an ecological one.0000000-00000000000
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Applying Other Public Models

Urban education, for the most part,
has relied upon models developed within
the field of education for ideas when con-
structing reform initiatives. However,

some participants suggested that urban
education should cast its eyes towards
other public reform models, particularly in
the health care industry, for fresh ideas
and approaches. A number of reasons for
health care's level of success are evident.
One, according to Judith Johnson, is the
use of a model that could rally relevant
constituencies around a concrete issue,
generate a viable policy, and enforce that
policy through legislation. She believes
that education currently lacks "the align-
ment of stars" needed to make compara-
ble changes.

Sanders finds that the key differences
between heath care and education reform
involve the focus on individual versus
group improvement and short-term versus
long-term goals. "In health care, one indi-
vidual is touched, and becomes healthier,"
she noted. "In education, one individual
achieves, but there is also a persistent,
intergenerational gap between those who
have educational opportunities and those
who do not." In the long-term, she sug-
gested, education needs to ensure envi-
ronments in which individual children
and entire cohorts of children in both pre-
sent and future generations can achieve
academically.

Unpacking the Role of Power, Politics,
and Governance in Education

As Judith Johnson succinctly stated,
"Education is politics," to which Velma La
Point of Howard University added, "And
politics is power." While there has been a
general shift in the public sector paradigm
from an individual model to an ecological
one, when those who hold polital power
cannot advance beyond decontextualizing
individual achievement, low-income urban
students remain stuck in poor perfor-
mance ruts.

Given the vicissitudes of the political
arena, long-term reform measures are sel-
dom discussed or instituted. "Why are no
superintendents committed to long-term
reform?" asked Gary Orfield of Harvard
University. "Because the short life-
expectancy of their own tenures creates
an incentive to produce a short-term pro-



gram without any measures or considera-
dons for long-term impact." He also
believes that school boards, particularly in
the inner city, tend to be equally short-
sighted and politically-minded. Support
for longer-term reform, he commented,
also fails to come from governors and
mayors, while federal investment is dis-
persed and of limited magnitude.

The disjunction between intentions
and outcomes in commissioning the
papers presented at this roundtable
aptly illustrates this problem. OERI
approached a number of school superin-
tendents, asking them to co-author these
papers with a researcher; however, by the
time the papers were completed, all of the
superintendents were no longer serving in
their original appointments.

Odle ld does believe that certain con-
ditions can be fostered to promote sus-
tained reformeven in politically volatile
circumstances. He suggests systematical-

ly changing the
"We are discussing multigen- role of superin-
erational effects and multi- tendents and
generational solutions, but boards to elimi-
what do we do for the current nate their local-
peneration?" asked Lorion.00000000000000000000000 ized, politicized

nature and
extending reforms beyond the tenure of
individual officers and administrators. In
that case, the power of the school board
would need to be reduced, and the super-
intendent given independent executive
powers with fixed terms in office that pro-
vide sufficient time for implementing long-
term reforms.

Gauging the Pace, Scope, and Moment
of Refonn

Several participants pointed out a
disconnect between the time needed to
conduct cumulative basic research and
the immediate needs of school districts,
administrators, and students. While
pressing needs can be identified quickly,
it is often difficult for longer-term
research to address them in an adequate
timeframe. Similarly, it is unclear what
moment in a student's career represents
the optimum time for intervention:

Kindergarten? Early adolescence? The
high school years? A number of questions
were raised on this topic: When do stu-
dents really become at-risk? Should inter-
ventions span several years of students'
educational experiences, or is it sufficient
to intervene at only one point in time?

As Ray Lorion of the University of
Pennsylvania commented, "We are dis-
cussing multigenerational effects and
solutions, but what do we do for the cur-
rent generation?" Single-generation inter-
ventions are always geared toward fixing
the immediate crises at hand, and Lorion
pointed out that CSR's current approach
may inadequately address the reality of
much-needed triage, as well as the fact
that a change in student outcomes or per-
formance can only be realized by investing
in successive cohorts of students. He
wondered, "Is success through CSR, as it
is currently stated, actually achievable?
Or, is the aim to change student perfor-
mance at a certain grade level?"

The problem not only includes
whether interventions should occur at one
point in time but also when they should
be applied. Gary Orfield added that, since
the 1960s, an emphasis has been placed
on the importance of early preschool and
elementary education, while students
encounter different problems and chal-
lenges at different levels of schooling.
Adolescents demonstrate different needs
in terms of new skills sets and coping with
peer pressurethan high school students
whose greatest risk is dropping out.
"Many Title I funds are allocated to the
younger grades, but we do have to do
something at the high school level as
well," Orfield suggested.

As William Darity of the University of
North Carolina-Chapel Hill proposed,
frw-i ming nn ti idpntc t n pArly agc. rinec
not necessarily "inoculate" them from
effects that can emerge at later points in
their schooling. In this regard, he noted,
the need for triage will always exist.
Focusing on early intervention alone erro-
neously assumes that the events affecting
a student's outcomes only happen early in
life, while malleability is actually more evi-
dent in adolescence.
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Directions for Research

Participants discussed new direc-
tions in basic and applied educational
research, identifying new avenues for
scholars to pursue. These areas include:
(1) examining intersections and contexts;
(2) understanding the classroom as a con-
text; (3) focusing on what works; (4)
reassessing the role of university-based
research; (5) examining variations in
achievement; (6) reconsidering culture
and achievement; and (7) moving beyond
problem-based research. The following
section summarizes participants' recom-
mendations.

Examining Intersections and Contexts

Participants agreed that researchers
must cease the segmentation of educa-
tional processes and outcomes from the
context in which a child lives and devel-
ops. Research must be reconfigured to
pursue an understanding of student per-
formance in terms of family relationships
and relationships between households
and schools. In particular, it is critical to
examine the interactions between parents
and teachersfor example, at parent-
teacher sessionsto examine the
assumptions of many teachers about chil-
dren's behavioral and learning problems.
Teachers in urban settings require
instruction that provides better perspec-
tives not only on classroom dynamics but
also about the context in which students
live.

Researchers must also seek to better
understand the ecologies and economies
with which urban students interact in
ways that also link family and school
issues. The literature on the family-
school nexus focuses on the issue of
parental involvement in their local
schools. However, according to Bowman,
there is a need to conduct research that

clarifies further the impediments to learn-
ing based on family and community prob-
lems, particularly on understanding how
teachers work with families to address
the effective provision of social services in
schools.

Bowman mentioned that, while
research has placed greater attention on
these issues, the findings have been
informed by gross correlations between
aggregate measures of neighborhood con-
ditions and student achievement. This
research, he suggests,
has been poorly
informed, conceptual-
ized, and designed with
methodologies that do
not advance an under-
standing of the mecha-
nisms and dynamics of
urban settings: "There
are clear effects, but
research has to be better construed to
clarify what the critical issues are and
how they need to be addressed."
Bowman recommends that researchers
work to refine the concept of how schools
operate within ecological systems and
how that context impinges on student
achievement.

Researchers must
cease the segmenta-
tion of educational
processes and out-
comes from the con-
text in which a child
lives and develops.0000000000000 000

John Stanfield of Morehouse College
pointed out that researchers also have a
responsibility not only to study schools
and schooling but also to spend time in
schools themselves. "They may find that
urban parents care about their schools
and children's learning experiences and
would be willing to engage schools if they
had clear guidelines or incentives for their
involvement," he explained. If researchers
would examine the political as well as
intellectual and academic aspects of edu-
cational systems, they could also shed
light on parental and community involve-
ment in ways that have not yet been iden-
tified.



Understanding the Classroom as a
Context

A recent study conducted by Mitchell
Chester of the School District of
Philadelphia highlights the need for a
closer examination of pedagogy and
teacher expectationsessentially, the
classroom climateon student achieve-
ment. Chester conducted site visits at a
Philadelphia public comprehensive high
school with a 99.5 percent African-
American student population that has
been struggling to make academic
progress. He regularly attended math
classes and witnessed what he described
as "horrible" math instruction. However,
in one class the pedagogy was different:
students were required to work together;
the rigor and quality of the work was
higher; and the teacher exhibited a com-
mand not only of teaching skills but also

of content mat-
ter. "In that
class, the mes-
sage sent to
students was
decidedly dif-
ferent than in
other class-

roomsthe teacher had high expecta-
tions," explained Chester. The outcomes
were obvious; he reported it was the only
math class in which virtually every stu-
dent regularly attended.

Educational research tends
to be developed around
deficit models that blame
shortfalls in student achieve-
ment on their background,
families, or cultures.
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While students in this math class
were not performing at significantly high-
er levels than those in other classrooms,
he believes a broader implication applies:
regardless of external influences, what
happens in classrooms can have a pro-
found impact on student outcomesin
this case, promoting better attendance
rates.

Focusing on What Worksand What
Works Over Time

Educational research tends to be
conceptualized and conducted using
deficit models that emphasize shortfalls
in student achievement or shortcomings
in educational institutions. A number of

participants suggested that researchers
should begin to identify strengths as well
as deficiencies to provide a more compre-
hensiveand, ultimately, more useful
set of directions for improving urban
schools systems and student perfor-
mance.

Such a focus on what has worked in
urban settings should also be conducted
over time. Schools need an equally com-
prehensive assessment of student acade-
mic achievement through longitudinal,
not just cross-sectional, studies. These
studies should not only examine an indi-
vidual student's past performance over
time, but also that of the school itself. In
pursuing this line of inquiry, one partici-
pant cautioned that researchers must
also endeavor to adjust their research
methodologies or the interpretations of
their findings according to the changes
that occur in the school or in the stu-
dents over time.

Reassessing the Role of University-
Based Research

"The role of researchers, particularly
educational researchers, in education
reform tends to be understated, ignored,
or criticized for what we do not do well,"
said Trent. The complaints, however, are
often not unfounded. First, research has
failed to inform teacher education about
how to prepare instructors for the work
they must ultimately perform in the
classroom. Teachers may understand
pedagogy and subject matter, but not
necessarily what being effective in an
urban classroom entails. Second,
researchers are sometimes guilty of mis-
managing the information they generate.
"They need to make the data widely avail-
able and provide information in ways and
in terms that are accessible for teachers
and school administrators," he explained.

Another key issue emerging from the
group's discussions was the need for
greater collaboration and information-
sharing efforts between researchers and
between researchers and practitioners.
According to Jomills Braddock of the



University of Miami, such collaboration
offers a critical advantage: The communi-
ties being studied may be able to identify
common themes, problems, and strate-

addressing the underlying prob-
lems that allow achieve-
ment gaps to endure.
These partnerships
would also benefit from
an exchange of person-
nelhaving practition-
ers involved in research
projects from their
inception, and having
on-site research person-
nel present in schools.
"To truly bridge the

gaps between research and practice,"
Braddock added, "one of the most impor-
tant challenges is to study the process of
fusing research and practice itself.

gies for

If researchers and practition-
ers were able to get beyond
the flash words of "race" and
"culture" to technique and
example, it may enable
schools, as well as school
systems, to understand how
these dynamics are embed-
ded in the classroom experi-
ence.
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Examining Variations in Achievement in
Light of Decades of Reform

The racial gap in student achieve-
ment and high school dropout rates is
once again widening, particularly in
urban areas. Some participants suggest-
ed that this trend signals a significant
weakness in education reformthat
reform models implemented since the
1980s have, in many ways, failed minori-
ty students in urban settings.

Researchers have also been examin-
ing the source of intra- and interclass
variations in achievement, with no defini-
tive findings. Part of the problem, accord-
ing to Darity, is that while the definition
of "class" may currently capture income,
occupation, and educational background,
there are other indicators of wealth differ-
entials that are not observable. They
include inheritance and savings, home
ownership, and other measures that indi-
cate an individual's or family's degree of
financial security. "What may look like
comparable families may actually be very
different," Darity said. "There is a power-
ful implication here. While the racial gap
in standardized test scores may be
explained by wealth differentials, the clos-
ing of the gap may not be immediately
measurable." For example, intergenera-

tional considerations may affect out-
comes; while the characteristics of the
generation being measured may match
those of other groups, they may not have
come from families in which the previous
generation was educated or financially
secure.

The relationship between student
achievement and teacher expectations
also merits further investigation. In par-
ticular, the presence of incentives for
teachers does not necessarily address the
fundamental assumptions and differential
expectations they may have for different
students, whether consciously recognized
or unconsciously acted upon. What may
be necessary is for researchers, policy-
makers, and practitioners to develop a set
of demonstrations with environments in
which children who are often stereotyped
can succeed and to identify the impact of
teachers' perspectives and assumptions
on the classroom environment and stu-
dent performance.

Reconsidering Culture and Achievement

Researchers need to revisit their
notions of the effects of culture on stu-
dent achievement. "Culture has to be
viewed in a complex presentation, since
the issue of 'culture' interplays with so
many factors," states Ira Harkavy of
Penn's Center for Community
Partnerships. "Culture counts, but it
has to be unpacked
and what role it plays
carefully considered."
However, the empha-
sis in the literature is
currently on cultural
and social capital as
mediating individu-
als' experiences. The
problem involves
applying an often monolithic notion of
what forms of social/cultural capital are
appropriate, without considering the con-
text in which they are operationalized.
Isolated communities often do not have
access to experiences that are considered
to provide value-added social capital in
the dominant culture. The challenge is to
make the definition of culture more

The communities being
studied may be able to
identify common themes,
problems, and strate-
gies for addressing the
underlying problems
that allow achievement
gaps to endure.
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expansive and relative to a child's ecologi-
cal context when examining the impact of
cultural norms on achievement.

Furthermore, Gadsden suggested,
"Researchers have to think about culture
differently and decode it as a variable."
Too often, she believes, culture is used as
a static code or proxy for race and ethnic-
ity. Cultures change over time, and cer-
tain cultural practices tend to become
labeled as either "good" or "bad." While
there are clearly some practices that do
not contribute to academic achievement,
Gadsden contended that researchers have
to problematize the use of culture as a
causative agent. "We tend to use it when-
ever we want to negate things that veer
away from standard practices and
attribute to culture that which we see as
problematic," she said.

Moving Beyond Problem-Based
Research to Problem-Solving Research

"The ultimate goal of research should
be to enable our public systems them-
selves to make decisions that lead to
improvement," said Harkavy. It would be
not only innovative but also effective to
shift the orientation of policy-related
research beyond a focus on problems to
problem-solving. Indeed, while it is clear
that research needs an "implementation
revolution," it is not clear that research,
as it is currently construed, can effectively
inform implementation. Harkavy said,
"As academics, we stop at the water's
edge and do not really know how to grap-
ple with the translation of work in the
world outside of the academy, simply
because we do not spend time there."
Unless researchers are involved in the
implementation of a program they are
helping to inform, design, or evaluate,
they will lack first-hand knowledge of
the pressures and challenges particular
to a setting. Harkavy proposed reconcep-
tualizing research to become applicable
within specific settings and holding
researchers accountable for the outcomes.

To achieve this level of integration,
Harkavy believes researchers would also
need to blend long-term and short-term
approaches. "Short-term work will not
provide adequate solutions to long-term
problems," stated Harkavy. Researchers
need to understand the settings and the
problems embedded within them, which
require a longer-term engagement.

Such a strategy leads to an argu-
ment for supporting research that is
deeply embedded in local contexts, which
would necessitate partnerships that bring
about change in school settings and local
systems. It would engage higher educa-
tion in the radical transformation of
school systemsmaking higher educa-
tion and research both
the subject and object
of change, implicating
it in the process of how
to best advance learn-
ing. These partner-
ships could also involve
convening multiple
local sites and state-
level governance in
national dialogues to
compare what is happening in urban
school systems across the country. "At
this pace, if we rely on leadership, we
will wait forever," says Harkavy. "But if
we rely on partnerships to carry the
effort, the discussions could be devel-
oped more quickly."

"As academics, we stop
at the water's edge
and do not really know
how to grapple with
the translation of work
in the world outside of
the academy, simply
because we do not
spend time there."



Implications-for Policymaking

As participants discussed directions
for educational research on school
reform, they identified a series of recom-
mendations that conceptualize appropri-
ate roles for policymakers and OERI, in
particular, to support research and facili-
tate collaboration that lead to real change
in schools and classrooms. This section
provides an account of their discussion.

The roundtable's recommendations
for policy included the following: (1)

bridge divided realms; (2) promote collab-
orations that unite research, practice, and
community organizations; (3) understand
the interplay of federal, state, and local

resources; (4) match
the rhetoric of educa-
tion reform with reali-
ty; (5) align incentives;
(6) support the evalua-
tions of interventions;
and (7) shift the scope
of change from the
system to systems.

OERI can play a role in
bringing together all
of the constituencies of
urban public schools
and communities within
a broader, inextricably
intertwined context of
social policy questions.00000-0,000-000000000

Bridge Divided Realms

OERI can play a role in convening all
constituencies of urban public schools
and communities within a broader, inter-
twined context of social and educational
policy. David Florio explained that C.
Kent McGuire initiated such an approach
at the beginning of his tenure as
Assistant Secretary at OERI. He believed
OERI could, in particular, bridge the two
worlds of the academic community and
the urban education system by:

1. Focusing on a few clear problems to
help build the capacity of the
research and development communi-
ty, particularly around the areas of
early reading, literacy, math, and
school organization and design in K-
12 education.

2. Establishing planning groups that
would guide competitions for
research and the ongoing invest-
ments made in existing national
research centers, as well as strategi-
cally tie areas of focus with results
and recompetitions.

3. Engaging in strategic partnerships to
bring together schools, educators,
policymakers, and grantmakers to
promote a dialogue around policy
and program implementation.

4.Improving the resource base for
research and development, which
McGuire nearly doubled by focusing
on problem-based research and
engaging in design studies in which
research and practice collaborated.

Florio believes that OERI has made
progress on these benchmarks, but that a
deep divide still exists between the worlds
of research and practice, characterized
by:

1. A weak understanding and valuing of
each other's knowledge, worth, and
motivations.

2. Few opportunities for interaction,
which reinforces old stereotypes and
false theory/practice dichotomies
between "ivory tower" researchers
and "thoughtless, nontheoretical"
practitioners.

3. A sense of urgency that is out-of-
sync with the pace of inquiry.

David Florio summarized how OERI
could begin to build bridges across the
divide between practice and research, as
well as provide clear leadership to pro-
mote change in urban communities and
school systems:



1 .Provide an ongoing, sustained struc-
ture that overcomes the isolation of
researcher from urban educator.

2. Focus both on the most pressing
urban problems and on long-term
programs of research with urban set-
tings as their targets.

3. Build a community of teachers,
researchers, and urban school sys-
tem leaders on establishing leader-
ship and bringing researchers and
practitioners out of their isolated
silos.

4 .0 reate a short-term response mecha-
nism that indicates what is currently
known about critical problems.

5. Support proposals that integrate
research and design to understand
"not only the building itself, but also
how the building was built."

6. Sustain the interaction among
researchers and urban system lead-
ers through intentional grant-mak-
ing.

Florio cautioned that problem-based
research may lead to robust results in the
short-run; however, there is a specific
need to deal with large-scale system
issues when focusing on urban educa-
tion. As a result, there should be a strat-
egy to support research that focuses on a
limited number of discrete problems and
on structural and cultural issues related
to implementation in urban contexts.
Florio reiterated a potential criterion in
Knapp and Crew's work: "Take the
school system itself as the key problem in
light of a powerful goalthe systemwide
ability for every school to be successful in
teaching every child to read."

Within these collaborative efforts,
OERI should integrate a number of ele-
ments: mechanisms for sustaining the
effort over time; a focus on literacy
instruction; an emphasis on capacity-
building in terms of leadership, profes-
sional development, and training; meth-
ods for ensuring that the initiatives go
beyond the schoolhouse to include fami-
lies and communities; investment in inno-

vation; and incentives for brokering a new
deal between research and urban com-
munities regarding their respective roles.
OERI can accomplish this focus through
two mechanisms: (1) crafting and issuing
a joint statement that articulates the
interests and impor-
tance of urban edu-
cation; and (2) con-
necting this state-
ment to an executive
order on the need to
turn around low-
performing schools.

"Take the school system
itself as the key problem
in light of a powerful
goal: the systemwide
ability for every school to
be successful in teaching
every child to read."it 000000 00009**0009000

Promote Collaborations that Unite
Research, Practice, and Community
Organizations

The challenge within educational
research of better bridging educational
and societal concerns involves determin-
ing how schools and classrooms are situ-
ated within and impacted by the broader
community and family context. One par-
ticipant suggested that the best way to
achieve this alignment is to promote
research collaboration that brings the
knowledge of teachers, school administra-
tors, and community practitioners to bear
on research questions and methodology
and then transfers the knowledge gained
from research to schools and communi-
ties. These collaborations could be con-
tructed around topics such as community
literacy, job skills and computer training,
and curricular improvement.

Mavis Sanders explained how
notions of authority and power can com-
plicate collaboration. "When we discuss
collaboration, we need to examine
processes for helping partners under-
stand how the use of power can be
shared and transformative," said Sanders.
She drew specific attention to the cultural
and linguistic discontinuities between
schools, families, and communities and
researchers and policymakers. Greater
collaboration requires a well-planned
partnership that takes into account the
need to establish common threads across
these different actors. She believes the
focus should not be simply on the struc-



ture and organization of the partnerships
but also the process itself. Partners need
skills, orientation, technical assistance,
and professional development to resolve
decision-making, perform conflict man-
agement, and engage in group problem-
solving. "Until we take the process of
collaboration more seriously, the poten-
tial of partnerships to make change will
go unrealized," Sanders stated.

If OERI's mission is to fund research
to improve education, collect statistics,
and distribute information and technical

assistance to those
who would improve
education, it could
also improve the role
of fostering greater
collaboration and
communication
among various con-
stituencies. As
Gadsden suggested,
OERI is in a unique

position to take a leadership role in
developing viable working collaborations
between university-based researchers,
policymakers, and practitioners at the
front lines of urban education and com-
munity services. While innovative efforts
will make inroads by bridging discourses,
such partnerships will require the estab-
lishment of a common understanding
across multiple actors.

Greater collabora-
tion requires a well-
planned partnership
that takes into
account the need to
establish common
threads across dif-
ferent actors.
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To promote this collaborative vision,
it was suggested that OERI should retool
its existing research centers and rearticu-
late their focus to consider the following
points: (1) without regular dialogue that
bridges research and practice, existing or
future research centers will not realize
their own potential for leadership; (2)
without collaboration with other con-
stituencies, the centers will remain dis-
tinrt frnm tenrhpr pH, iratinn nnd prnfoc-
sional development programs; and (3)
without research and development, edu-
cation reform efforts will not benefit from
the experiences of practitioners.

Understand the Interplay of Federal,
State, and Local Resources

The majority of financial support for
education is generated at the state and
local levelsfederal funding constitutes
only a small proportion of support for
education. Given the limited magnitude
of the federal government's direct support
to local schools, Braddock raised a num-
ber of questions about the proper role of
federal dollars in funding research and
evaluation at the state and local levels:
How can OERI leverage its capacity at
the local level to merge research and
practice, particularly since the research
funding lines and broader educational
support base are not adequately related?
How can GERI use expanded relation-
ships with state and local education
agencies in terms of funding for research
and development as an opportunity to
build the capacity of these agencies? In
addition, if OERI becomes more focused
on school improvement at each site,
rather than in the aggregate, what
becomes the federal role in knowledge
production for discipline-based arts and
sciences content areas and for basic edu-
cational research? Are there other, simi-
lar points of leverage within and across
agencies and the research enterprise that
would help support improvement and
bring successful models to scale?

Match the Rhetoric with Reality

John Stanfield stated that the stu-
dents who need the most assistance are
often left out of conversations around
school reform. Indeed, school reform
itself tends to be targeted toward stu-
dents who are "in reach" and not "at
risk." If educational policymakers adopt-
ed an ecoiogicai perspective, they couid
conceivably help local education systems
not only arrive at a more sophisticated
notion of community but also determine
how to include those students who are
"falling through the cracks." In thinking
along ecological terms, policmakers must
carefully determine how to disaggregate
the parts that constitute the whole in



this context: for example, the local econ-
omy, the conditions in neighborhoods,
transportation, and learning that takes
place outside of schools.

If policy links are not drawn
between community contexts and stu-
dent achievement, the rhetoric and goals
of education reform will remain abstrac-
tions. Instead, roundtable participants

called for poli-
cymakers to
provide lead-
ership in
establishing a
better under-
standing of
how families,
households,

and neighborhoods affect students in the
classroom. Moreover, when describing
the connections between schools, com-
munities, and businesses, social policy
should avoid the deficit modeldescrib-
ing these ecologies as isolated systems,
not dysfunctional ones.

How can OERI leverage its
capacity at the local level to
merge research and practice,
particularly since the research
funding lines and broader
educational support base is
not adequately related?
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Align Incentives

Just as higher education and pre-
ceding levels in the education system
must work to align the signals they send
to each other, OERI and university-based
researchers must align their mutal
incentives. Chester explained, "Fame for
a higher education researcher will not
come from helping the school system."
Placing higher stakes and status on
researchwhether it is applied or
basicthat addresses school improve-
ment would help to increase its stature
and attract researchers of stature to this
domain.

Anotiler area tihat OERI could
realign is the rift between basic and
applied research. Gadsden mentioned
that, while the intention is for basic
research to flow to practice, it "never gets
translated in ways that nonacademic
communities can understand, while
researchers themselves treat basic
research as superior to every other form
of inquiry." Many universities and

researchers also fear that applied
research will be supported at the
expense of funding for basic research.

The concern relates to a need for
education to improve the outcomes of all
studentsnot just most students.
"Basic research has always been ground-
ed in attempts to educate all students,"
explains Barbara Lieb of OERI. "But
part of the problem is that basic
research doesn't actually drive the edu-
cation of all children." On the other
hand, applied research, which is usually
intended to address a specific need, has
the potential for far greater impact on
actual educational processes.

Chester suggests that focusing on
high standards, improving outcomes for
all students, and engaging all of the sys-
tems that affect a student's and a com-
munity's experiences represents a help-
ful approach to forging partnerships
ones that will ultimately focus on imple-
mentation. The key challenge in focus-
ing on urban schools and school sys-
tems is to change the
political environment,
primarily because
educational con-
stituencies and the
general public need
to see an "enlight-
ened self-interest" in
improving urban
school systems and their communities.
That self-interest includes realizing out-
comes that benefit the whole of society,
such as providing trained workers whose
competencies meet the increasing skill
demands of a global economy, as well as
preparing young citizens who have a
sense of civic responsibility toward and
engagement with their own communities.

If policy links are not
drawn between com-
munity contexts and
student achievement,
the rhetoric and goals
of education reform
will be abstractions.
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Support the Evaluation of
Interventions

Funding is not the only component
for supporting interventionsthey also
require an information base, as supplied
by evaluation and assessment, to sus-
tain their improvements. "It is funda-



mentally a capacity issue," explains
Trent. "If schools and districts fail to col-
lect, maintain, and use data, we will have
no idea what works, for whom, and why."
He believes it is essential that support for
formative and summative evaluations
accompany federal resources for school
reform. "When we know about the quali-

ty of success
through the evi-
dence we can
gather, it will
help us under-
stand whether
enough time is
provided to cap-
ture the change

that a particular intervention has real-
ized," Trent stated. Even if such a
timetable does not fit political timelines,
OERI and other agencies need to allow
greater turnaround time to continue the
support of educational reform.

Just as higher education and
earlier levels in the educa-
tion system must work to
align the signals they send to
each other, OERI and univer-
sity-based researchers must
alipn their own incentives.
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Shift the Scope of Change from
System to Systems

Policymakers and the research they
support cannot focus on change in urban
educational systems alone. While a
school system is a core component of an
urban community, it interactsimplicitly
or explicitlywith other public systems
and social services that exist in a region.
"There can be no system change without
systems change," said Harkavy. "Those
systems include universities, health care,
social services, and job training, to name
only a few."

OERI is currently funding research
on K-12 education and higher education
as separate entities. "What impressed
me about the West Philadelphia
Empowerment Zone was that higher
education institutions were working with
CBOs and with schools," said Lieb. "It
emphasized economic development,
school reform, and higher education
involvement,
and each system
had a stake in
addressing the
common prob-
lems that linked
the community
and the higher
education insti-
tution." The obvious benefit emerging
from the project was its tangible results
in improving the communities and out-
comes of at-risk students without atten-
tion to content standards. She suggest-
ed, and many participants agreed, that
OERI should determine how to place the
educational system itself within a broad-
er contextthat of the other public sys-
tems with which it intersects.

OERI should determine how
to place the educational sys-
tem itself within a broader
contextthat of the other
public systems with which it
intersects.00 00000 000 0 0 000 00000 000



Lessons-for-Practice

Participants identified a series of
lessons for educators, school districts,
and school reform model designers.
Their recommendations include:
(1) adapting and updating promising
models; (2) understanding education and
social services on the ground; (3) rebuild-
ing trust; (4) building school-level capacity
for practice-based research; (5) looking
at teacher education and preparation;
(6) pulling the right levers; and (7) contex-
tualizing collaboration.

Adapting and Updating Promising
Models

Several participants cited a number
of successful education reform models,
such as those supported by the Kellogg
Fund in Minneapolis and the work of the

University of
Pennsylvania on
revitalizing eco-
nomic and educa-
tional systems in
West Philadelphia.
A host of other
models offer
promise for
schools and
school districts to

adopt or adaptthe key is promoting
lessons learned and best practices
through accessible materials aimed at
educational practitioners.

A host of models offer
promise for schools and
school districts to adopt or
adaptthe key is promot-
ing lessons learned and best
practices through accessible
materials aimed at educa-
tional practitioners.00000000000000000000000

Judith .Tohnson suggested beginning
with the lessons learned from the
Wallace-Readers Digest Fund, which
invested in 15 school districts represent-
ing settings with the capacity for radical
change. The important lessons for prac-
tice, as paraphrased here, were:

1. Funders and researchers should not
"tinker" with a model or superimpose
their own agendas in the classroom.

2. Capacity is importantparticularly
in terms of fiscal resources, realloca-
tion, community challenges, state
and local government involvement,
and human resources constraints.

3. The delivery of instruction should be
culturally responsive, and pedagogy
should be a focus, beyond standards.

4.Information collection and manage-
ment should be presented in ways
that ameliorate its misunderstanding
and misapprehensionin particular,
that data are used not to punish, but
to inform in order to promote contin-
uous reform.

Understanding Education and Social
Services on the Ground

The discussion of interactions
between a number of public services
health and human services, the criminal
justice system,
and public wel-
farewith
schools and
school districts
is a vigorously
debated topic.
Whether or not
services operate
within schools is
an open ques-
tion, but what
remains certain is that the services that
touch the lives of students, their parents,
and their communities need to be coordi-
nated across agencies and educational
settings. One example is the School
District of Philadelphia's Comprehensive
Student Support Services Project, in
which seven or eight base service units
coordinate their work with families on
various concerns. However, while school

Whether or not services
operate within schools is
an open question, but
what remains certain is
that the services that
touch the lives of stu-
dents, parents, and com-
munities need to be coor-
dinated across agencies
and educational settings.
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staff are made aware of each other's prac-
tice, walls of isolation still remain. School
districts must work to advance beyond
the mere introduction of new models of
coordination to advance an understand-
ing of how they can be sustained and
integrated with existing social services to
improve student outcomes.

Rebuilding Trust

The level of trust between schools
and their communities has eroded in
many urban neighborhoods. Parents and
broader community representatives are
continually left behind in both discus-
sions and partnerships. As a result, they

often hold
little trust in
their local
school sys-
tems.
Roundtable
participants
suggested

that educational practitioners have a
responsibility to re-establish district- and
school-level trust in the social compact
between schools and their citizenry and to
re-engage their communities. As a first
step, they must work to help parents sus-
pend their sometimes warranted cyni-
cism. At the same time, schools must
deliver on their promises in order to help
re-establish that trust. Researchers, poli-
cymakers, and practitioners alike can
have a role in building better relations by
collaborating around studies and initia-
tives that examine and promote civic
engagement.

Educational practitioners have a
responsibility to re-establish dis-
trict- and school-level trust in the
social compact between schools
and their citizenry and for re-
enpaping their communities.
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Building School-Level Capacity for
Practice-Based Research

As Mitchell Chester explained, many
urban school districts engage in their own
form of research and maintain research
offices that interface with a number of
external organizations and agencies. "The
School District of Philadelphia's office
convened research forums with the
tremendous numbers of universities and
other nonprofit organizations that use the

school district as a study site," Chester
said. At first, these research forums
served as show-and-tell sessions to show-
case the studies and findings of each
partner. In recent years, however, the
forums have evolved and now identify the
salient issues fac-
ing the district
and make recom-
mendations for
researchers to
tailor their work
to fill specific
knowledge gaps.
The effort has
also provided a
forum for the
research commu-
nity itself to gain insight on what hap-
pens in schools and how their work can
be better conducted and interpreted to
inform practice.

School sites are prime not
only for uniting the work of
disparate researchers, but
also for encouraging feder-
al, state, and local agencies
to provide funding in more
formal arrangements to
support the linking of
research and practice to
promote informed change.00000 00000000000-000 000

Chester noted that the research
forums were convened with no money or
formal organizational structure. He
believes that school sites are prime not
only for uniting the work of disparate
researchers, but also for encouraging fed-
eral, state, and local agencies to provide
funding in more formal arrangements to
support the linking of research and prac-
tice with the goal of promoting informed
change. Such efforts do not simply pref-
erence applied research at the expense of
basic research, but also support sustain-
able collaborations that are not depen-
dent on the efforts of a current superin-
tendent.

Similarly, Chester reported that most
urban school districts do collect data, but
do not have the capacity to mine those
data in optimal ways. OERI and agencies
at other levels of government could pro-
vide incentives for researchers and school
districts to work together to exploit fully
the available information. Such collabo-
rations and incentives would help to
focus questions regarding accountability
and assessment, particularly as school
districts are increasingly being asked to
meet specific targets set for improvement.
"Researchers and practitioners working
together can help to describe for policy-
makers what institutional change actual-
ly looks like, what measures to expect,"
said Chester.
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"We

Looking at Teacher Education and
Preparation

Many participants suggested that lit-
tle is being done to affect the expectations
of teachers for student achievement.
While school reform often focuses on and
gauges student performance, there are
few, if any, measures of the quality of
teachers. Braddock stated, "We test stu-
dents, but we don't know whether or not
a student is getting an effective teacher.
Is he or she certified? Are they compe-
tent?" In light of this fact, Harkavy
acknowledged that higher education
needs to change how it prepares its edu-

cation majors, given
that it provides the
reference group for
teaching and instruc-
tion. Indeed, CSR
may be able to effect
the greatest change by
making investments in
teacher preparation to
improve the quality of
students' experiences
in the classroom.

have been orga-
nized around the execu-
tive, but what would it
mean if government
departmentssuch as
education, human ser-
vices, and criminal jus-
ticeconvened to talk
about long-term priori-
ties and change in a
more meaningful way?"0000000000 000 0 00000 0

Pulling the Right Change Levers

According to Jomills Braddock, sys-
temic change will only occur when "we
pull the right levers in the system." In
other words, key areas impacting urban
educational systems should receive
immediate attention and could have sub-
stantial impact with minimal effort. Two
considerations must be kept in mind.
First, there must be an examination of
the systemic obstacles that exist. Where
is there an absence of teachers who teach
subjects in their fields of certification? To
extend the comparison with health care
reform, are these schools committing a
form of educational malpractice? If this
trend is unacceptable in a non-urban
context, why is it tolerated in urban set-
tings? Practice-based systemic issues
such as teacher subject certification con-
strain the ability of researchers and poli-
cymakers to address the problem.
Second, in the absence of a systemic
reassessment of assessment practices,
there needs to be an examination of how

to close achievement gaps in light of how
testing standards are currently con-
strued. Norming practices, in particular,
represent a key area of inquiry.

In addition, as Gadsden stated, gov-
ernance needs to extend beyond the indi-
vidual tenures of superintendents and
mayors. "Governors and mayors come
and go, but the
problems stay," she
said. "We have been
organized around
the executive, but
what would it mean
if government
departmentssuch
as education, human
nal justiceconvened to talk about long-
term priorities and change in a more
meaningful and sustained way?"

Higher education needs to
change how it prepares
its education majors,
given that it provides the
reference group for
teaching and instruction.00 0000 900 000 00 000 000

services, and crimi-

Contextualizing Collaboration

"Collaboration is trendy in an age of
declining resources," asserted Stanfield.
Yet the search continues for models of
collaboration that really work. Effective
parterships will not occur without an
acknowledgement of the political issues
and power dynamics involved in achiev-
ing sustained effort over time. The first
step is to understand that it is important
to develop models that are not just verti-
cal but also horizontalthat go one step
further by linking efforts across commu-
nities and states.

How can local, regional, or national
networks of education-community collab-
orations be promoted and become insti-
tutionalized? Answering this question
will depend on the location of the hub of
collaborationwithin universities, city or
school district offices, or communities
themselves. The answer also depends on
the extent to which trust and common
language are established across partners
as part of the process of collaboration
itself. In addition, partners must be suf-
ficiently representativein terms of orga-
nizations, individuals, and communities.
Race and age, in particular, are key per-
spectives that also cannot be overlooked.
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